New Platform, Same Proven Method

What's new?
- Two orientations instead of one
- Optional office hours to practice the technology
- 1.5 hour session times
- No commute!

What's the same?
- One-on-one tutoring
- Proven curriculum
- Staff support
- Student faces when they learn a new skill

Reading Partners Connects allows Reading Partners to continue serving students in an online environment using Reading Partners’ evidence-based curriculum. Together, in the comfort of their own homes, students and tutors will work through content that integrates our trusted curriculum skills and lessons into innovative presentations. While we look forward to a time when tutors and students can meet in person, we are thrilled to provide this solution as a way to continue supporting students during these uncertain times. Will you join us?

Having done a pilot in the 2019-20 school year, we are excited to offer students access to a digital library of high-quality texts for students through ReadingIQ. This service is provided to students at no cost, and allows parents and teachers to track what the student is reading and how much they are reading to ensure that the student is staying on track.

For more information or to learn how you can be a tutor, email us at volunteersf@readingpartners.org